RV User’s Manual
Thank you for choosing Bluebird Outdoor Adventures, we hope
you enjoy the stay in your camper! In order to maximize your
fun, we ask that you please follow these simple guidelines below
when setting up. If you have any questions, please do not
hesitate to give us a call. Enjoy!

1). Start Here









For your own safety, your camping site must be as
level as possible.
Place wheel chocks behind wheels and ensure they are
snug against the wheel.
Disconnect camper from your vehicles tail lights and
unhitch the safety chains.
Level indicators are located on the front and back of
the camper, refer to the picture below for how level
indicators should look when the camper is properly
placed.
INSERT PIC OF LEVEL INDICATORS HERE
DO NOT use the stabilizer jacks under the camper to
“lift the unit. These devices are for stabilization
only. In the event the back or one side of the camper
needs to be higher, lower the hitch jack then lower
the stabilizers in the rear, then lift the front jack.
Refer to pictures below for
Need pic of stabilizer jacks
When unit is level, secure stabilizers.

2). Hotel Services




Enclosure (1)

Turn on gas supply.
*Note* the air conditioner will require a minimum of a
30 Amp power supply, check with your campsite.
If connecting to a water supply, install water
pressure restrictor on hydrant then connect supply
hose to restrictor and the camper. See pic below
Need pic of water restrictor
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Allow 15 minutes for water to fill hot water tank
before energizing the hot water heater. Lighting off
the hot water heater prior to the water tank being
full will likely damage the unit.



Light the water heater, some models have an auto ignite button, same are manual.
If no RV utilities the unit is equipped with a water pump. It is self-contained, so lights are on 12 volt
system

3). Awning Deployment and Retrieval
1. Pull out secure sleeves
2. Loosen adjuster knobs so support arms cam move while awning
is put up
3. In trunk use the metal rod with a hook and a circle to move
the pull out knob down
4. Use the hook end to pull awning g out
5. Pull awning all the way out
6. Pull handle out and move up slide to extend awning.
7. Do each equal until it is fully extended
8. The support arms will slide up and latch at the top or end
of the awning
9. Tighten black knobs to tighten awning fabric.
10.
Reverse operation for rete retrieval of awning.

3). Safety






Each unit is equipped with smoke and carbon monoxide
detectors
Emergency exit window
Fire extinguisher
Weather radio
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If you smell gas, turn off any pilot and or electric
appliances and get out. Turn off gas supply

If a tornado or flood warning is issued, get out and go to a
safe place.

Bluebird Outdoor Adventures ___________________________
Date__________________

Renter_________________________________________________
Date__________________
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